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• Vista Goosuu is the leading eContent aggregator and publisher for Asian studies.

• Our goal is to broadcast Chinese Culture by using internet, mobile terminal and digital library technology.

• Our database collections are built up by partner with the outstanding communities and publishing houses.
Databases & Services

- China Borderland Archaeology Database
- China History Research Database
- Erudition Database
- Classic Books Database
- Arts Database
- Painting & Calligraphy Database
- eReading Platform
- A comprehensive and credible source of data
- Enhanced efficiency of finding data
What’s new

Recommendation

Chinese Picture Storybook Digital Library

The People’s Republic of China National History Data

Find out more at: www.goosuudata.com
PICTURE STORYBOOKS

Chinese picture-story books digital Library contains material produced during the last sixty years and is the result of 10 years of effort in editing and reproducing more than 300,000 high quality pictures.

Branch

the Picture Storybooks USB reader, a convenient way to read and learn.
An extensive collections.

Over 2,500 titles now
300-500+ titles online update

中国文化. 数字传播
Genuine assures the best viewing
Picture-story Journals since 1951
Picture-story Journals Since 1951
Cost-effective and accessing models

http://tiyan.sinocomic.com
the perpetual access right to databases:
$9,800
Annual service fee for online access: $1,500

BIG discount for consortium purchase & subscription
Any other types
Diverse variety of picture storybooks
Uses USB devices as the carrier
Read at anytime, anywhere

Only $60 to get the Picture Storybook USB reader
http://prc.goosuudata.com/

Covers China’s politics, economy, Cities development, science, education, religious, population, ecology, the National defense, military, foreign affairs and Relations and otherwise, since 1949.

the perpetual access right to databases: $ 40,000
Annual service fee for online access: $ 7,800

BIG discount for consortium purchase & subscription
Any other types
中国文化
数字化传播
Multiple Services we can supply

- Publishing academic & reference & archaeology digital database collections annually
- Over thousands of book titles with cost-effective, high-quality
- BIG discount for Consortium Purchasing and appropriate solutions to meet researcher’s needs
- Paying annual service fee for online access or purchasing the perpetual access right to databases
Some of Our Customer Coverage

Our other customers includes:
Harvard University, ASIAN ART MUSEUM, Universities from Hong Kong and Macao, including 90% Taiwanese Universities and the list goes on.
Our Partners includes:
People’s fine arts publishing house, Henan University Press, Xinjiang Electronic and Audi-video Publishing House, China DTV Media and the list goes on.
Thank you!

To apply for a trial

Vista Goosuu(Beijing)Science&Development Inc.

8610-62511997   4008-525-799

service@goosuudata.com